Introduction
New Indo-Aryan (NIA) languages are frequently cited as an example of morphological ergativity. A less commonly noted fact is that ergative marking and agreement patterns are not uniform across these languages. The overt expression of ergative case marking occurs to varying degrees in NIA nominal paradigms; variation is also observable in the ways in which agreement morphology cross-references arguments. Furthermore, the languages which share ergative case marking patterns do not necessarily share agreement marking patterns, resulting in an intricate cross-classification across systems.
This study first presents the range of variation in ergative case marking and agreement in major NIA languages (Hindi, Nepali, Gujarati, Marathi, and Bengali) . We then derive the distinct systems as consequences of strategies to reduce certain morphosyntactically marked features of the ergative construction, both within the nominal and verbal domains. Following this, we discuss dialect variation within one of these languages, Marathi. The dialect data strengthen the hypothesis that patterns of dialect variation mirror crosslinguistic variation (Bresnan & Deo 2001) . Our analysis demonstrates that the range evident across the language and dialect systems does not reflect unsystematic ergative marking and agreement properties, but rather derives from the influence of universal constraints on subject marking and agreement.
The analysis is framed in Optimality Theory (OT) and employs languageparticular rankings of universal constraints (Prince & Smolensky 1993 , Aissen 1999 which allow an interaction of nominal marking, verbal inflection, and universal markedness to derive distinct systems. We argue that both loss of overt marking of ergative subjects and loss of agreement with objects constitute strategies for markedness reduction in ergative clauses.
In Section 2, we lay out the historical emergence of morphological ergativity in Indo-Aryan (IA) languages, and present certain marked features of the Middle Indo-Aryan (MIA) ergative construction. Following this, in Section 3, the five major NIA subject marking and agreement systems are presented, and are briefly summarized in a cross-classification in Section 4. We present the OT analysis in Sections 5 and 6. This analysis is then extended to Marathi dialect variation in Sections 7 to 9 to demonstrate similiarities in the typological distribution of systems within a language and across languages.
The Ergative construction in Indo-Aryan languages

Ergativity and the domain of the present study
Ergativity has standardly been conceived of as follows: (i) A grammatical pattern or process shows ergative alignment if it identifies intransitive subjects (S i ) and transitive direct objects (dO) as opposed to transitive subjects (S t ). (ii) It shows accusative alignment if it identifies S i and S t as opposed to dO. (Plank 1979 ) Split-ergativity refers to the occurrence of ergative marking only in certain syntactic-semantic configurations, for instance with high animacy objects or in the perfective aspect. The latter type is found in NIA languages. In the per-fective aspect, 1 subjects of transitive clauses bear ergative morphology, while direct objects and subjects of intransitive clauses are nominative. 2 In this article, we restrict ourselves to the patterns of variation found in transitive, perfective clauses. IA languages do not show as much variation in intransitive perfective clauses or in non-perfective clauses. In most clauses of these types, the highest grammatical function is marked nominative and is crossreferenced with verbal agreement (see Section 4.3 for exceptions). It is crucially in the ergative clause that we argue that morphological marking and syntactic prominence are not aligned, and the variation evident in these languages reflects strategies to render this construction less marked.
Note that we do not assume that the ergative clause is marked in all respects: we focus here on the morphosyntactic markedness of a misalignment between morphological case, agreement, and grammatical function. As we discuss in Section 2.3, the ergative clause is also unmarked with respect to the alignment of thematic role and grammatical function. Thus, although the ergative marking system may disappear in some languages, such as Bengali, it can also spread beyond the perfective clause, e.g., in Nepali and Assamese. In some of these cases, there appears to be a preference for having the same system (whether accusative or ergative) across both perfective and non-perfective clauses. This article is limited to the reduction of particular types of morphosyntactic markedness arising from ergative subject marking.
The emergence of the ergative clause in Indo-Aryan
Hindi, Nepali, Gujarati, Marathi, and Bengali, the NIA languages discussed in this article, derive from a common Old Indo-Aryan (OIA) ancestor, Sanskrit (or a related dialect). The typology we are considering is thus one of genetically related languages, all of which inherited morphological ergativity from MIA dialect variants of Sanskrit. Table 1 gives an overview of the approximate periods and languages associated with NIA, MIA, and OIA. 3 The three periods are characterised by 1. The perfective morphology in NIA languages derives historically from a stative participle marking the perfect aspect (Bloch 1965 , Masica 1991 . The diachronic shift from perfect to perfective/past semantics is well-documented (Comrie 1976 . What we will refer to as the perfective form is used to mark perfective aspect and the perfect aspect (in conjunction with tense auxiliaries). 2. This simple definition covers canonical transitive and intransitive clauses. Ergative marking is also affected by further properties of events (volitional vs. nonvolitional, agent-controlled vs. non-agent-controlled) and of arguments (animacy) (Mohanan 1994 , Butt 2001 . While each property is not discussed in detail here, our later formulation of the constraint in (12) incorporates these factors. 3. It must be noted that none of these languages can be regarded as directly descending from an earlier stage. For example, it has been suggested that Classical Sanskrit does not directly distinctions in the marking of the perfect construction that bear on the present typology. 
Markedness of the ergative construction
In the IA type of diachronic shift, the agent, or the logical subject, which is an oblique grammatical function in the passive construction, comes to be reinterpreted as the grammatical subject while retaining its oblique morphology. The patient-like role, originally mapped onto the subject function in the passive, loses its grammatical subjecthood and is mapped onto the object function. The resulting ergative construction has the following four properties.
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(i) The agent, marked in the instrumental case, showed subject properties.
(ii) The object of transitive clauses and the subject of intransitive clauses showed nominative case marking. (iii) The verb, based on the earlier passive participle, showed gender and number agreement with the nominative object. (iv) In intransitive clauses, the verb agreed in number and gender with the sole argument of the clause. From the point of view of markedness theory (Greenberg 1966 , Estival & Myhill 1988 , Comrie 1989 , Battistella 1990 , Croft 1990 , the reanalysis of the passive clause as an active, ergative clause can be understood as the emergence of an unmarked alignment of agents with subjecthood. In OT terms, this process can be understood as the overriding of faithfulness constraints on discourse prominence by faithfulness constraints on thematic role. Legendre et al. (1993: 472 ) offer a precise formulation of this trade-off. In their analysis, passive voice arises due to a high ranked constraint requiring "high-prominence" arguments (rather than agentive arguments) to bear subject case. The reanalysis of a passive construction as an ergative construction involves the promotion of constraints aligning agents (rather than prominent arguments) with subject case instead.
Crucially, while this reanalysis reduces markedness in one domain, the resulting active, ergative clause is morphosyntactically marked in certain respects.
7 First, assuming a prominence scale of subject > object > non-core function (Aissen 1999) , the MIA ergative construction is marked in that the least marked function (subject) is expressed by a morphologically more marked case (ergative), while the more marked function (object) is expressed by the unmarked (nominative) case.
6. There is some debate over whether ergative properties were a MIA innovation or were already present in the passive-like construction in Sanskrit. Hock (1986) and Butt (2001) argue that the Sanskrit construction is already ergative, while Andersen (1986) and Bubenik (1996 Bubenik ( , 1998 suggest that the construction gradually gets reanalyzed as an ergative structure in MIA. We remain agnostic on this issue, asserting only that when the passive structure gets reanalyzed as an ergative structure, the properties given above hold. 7. In this discussion, we consider the surface realization of marked and unmarked values in terms of zero and non-zero morphemes (Greenberg 1966) ; here, this applies to overt case and agreement marking.
Second, agreement generally indexes the least marked grammatical function, and subject agreement is the most commonly attested pattern; however, in the ergative construction, agreement is with the object.
Third, the MIA construction lacks object marking.
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This article focuses on the first two domains of marked morphosyntaxsubject case marking and agreement. We examine variation in ergative marking and agreement patterns in five types of IA languages and analyze the continuum of systems as indicative of two types of markedness reduction strategies: (i) reduction of markedness in ergative subject marking; (ii) reduction of markedness in the agreement pattern.
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With respect to lack of direct object marking, modern NIA languages have subsequently developed variable case marking for direct objects in transitive, perfective clauses. Accusative case marking on objects -determined by definiteness, specificity, and animacy factors -appears to have developed in the non-perfective aspects and subsequently spread to the ergative construction in the perfective. Aissen's (2003) OT analysis of differential object marking (DOM) can be applied to the NIA case, and although we do not include an examination of the development of object marking in this paper, we consider it a third markedness reduction strategy in addition to the two proposed here.
The typology of variation in NIA
Patterns of ergative marking and agreement
In this section, we present the patterns of ergative marking and agreement found in several major NIA languages: Hindi, Nepali, Gujarati, Marathi, and Bengali. The array of data presented in this section and summarized in Table 2 illustrates two crucial points. First, languages have reduced the original MIA pattern of perfective subject marking to differing degrees but following the same path (the languages are presented in order of decreasing overt subject marking). Second, the agreement pattern of each language is related to, but crucially not fully determined by, the subject marking pattern.
8. OIA nominative and accusative cases became syncretized in MIA leaving an absolutive case for both subject and object marking (Bubenik 1998) . 9. Throughout this article, we look at agreement as a device that indexes any grammatical properties of NPs on the verb. The languages represented here show differences in the specific grammatical properties of the NPs that are indexed by the perfective form of the verb, as shown in Table 2 . The agreement features listed for the languages in Table 2 are restricted to those features that appear on the main verb inflected for the perfective aspect. Auxiliaries in most of the languages discussed here agree in person and number features as do main verbs in other tense-aspect configurations. The systems in Table 2 occur in a large number of languages in the IA family. Systems are most commonly shared by geographically contiguous languages; however, some languages spoken in non-contiguous areas have also developed identical systems. Table 3 gives examples of both contiguous and noncontiguous languages that share each major pattern being discussed (Grierson 1905 , Masica 1991 ; a language which shares a major pattern with one of the five main languages but is non-contiguous with it is shown in italics. While geographical clustering is of dialectological and diachronic interest, it does not constitute the focus of this study, which is primarily concerned with a structural characterisation of the typology, regardless of geographical contiguity. In the remainder of this section we present details of ergative marking and verbal agreement in each of the five major systems. We discuss these systems in terms of loss of overt ergative marking on subjects (Stump 1983) , because each language derives from a MIA stage that was characterized by overt ergative case marking on all pronominal and nominal subjects of transitive, perfective clauses (see the following sources for details on early ergative stages in each language: Beames 1966 
Hindi
In Hindi, the subject of a transitive perfective clause is morphologically marked with the ergative case clitic -ne in all persons and numbers. In Table 4 and in all of the paradigm tables that follow, the forms in roman represent overt case marking. Table 4 lists pronominal forms; this pattern of -ne cliticization also holds for nominal marking. (2a) shows a non-perfective clause, in which the verb agrees with the nominative subject. In (2b), the verb agrees with the nominative object, because it is the highest thematic argument with nominative marking. The verb may not agree with the ergative marked subject. The verb in (2c), on the other hand, shows default masculine singular agreement when the object is accusative. Case marking on both arguments prevents the application of (1), resulting in default agreement.
Nepali
Nepali, like Hindi, has ergative marking on the subject in all three persons. The paradigm of Nepali pronominal forms for nominative and ergative cases is given in Table 5 ; nominal marking follows the same pattern of -le cliticization. (3) shows that the verb takes the same inflection whether the clause has a nominative subject or an ergative subject. The object in (3b) does not trigger agreement despite being nominative, indicating that Nepali agreement is determined by subjecthood rather than overt case-marking.
Regeneration of ergative marking
Before examining further NIA patterns, it is worth noting one additional characteristic of Hindi and Nepali. These two languages have case-marking systems in which ergative case-marked NPs are morphologically distinct from nominative NPs in all persons and numbers. This pattern might appear to be identical to the original MIA pattern of overt ergative marking in all nominal classes. However, the MIA ergative case was realized by a varied set of inflectional affixes, whereas in Hindi and Nepali ergative case is realized by a single case clitic (-ne or -le) that attaches to the head of a noun phrase. This is because Hindi and Nepali lost the older inflectional morphology and then subsequently regenerated the ergative system with new morphology. The remaining languages in our typology show intermediate stages of loss of the older MIA-type ergative morphology and incorporation of new clitics into the ergative case paradigm.
It is beyond the scope of this article to trace the precise diachronic path of the loss of the older ergative morphology and the accretion of the clitic into the ergative system of IA (see Beames 1966: 266-270 and Butt 2001 for details) . This article is concerned with the abstract systems of differentiation in synchronic NIA nominal case paradigms, and from that perspective the ergative subject marking pattern of Hindi and Nepali parallels the MIA ergative pattern. The paradigm for Gujarati pronominal subject marking is given in Table 6 ; the examples in (4) illustrate NP subject marking. The notable feature of the Gujarati nominal paradigm is the morphological syncretism of nominative and ergative in 1st and 2nd person plural subjects. In other words, overt ergative marking has only been lost in a small part of the paradigm.
The other manner in which Gujarati differs from most other IA languages is in its object agreement pattern. In Gujarati, the verb never agrees with an overtly marked or unmarked ergative subject of a perfective clause. But, in these transitive perfective clauses, the verb agrees in number and gender with the object, irrespective of whether it is in the nominative or the accusative case. This is seen in (4), adapted from Mistry (1997) . (4) a. In (4b), the animate object Raj is case-marked but the verb still agrees with it, as indicated by the masculine agreement (Gujarati has three genders and the default gender agreement is neuter). Similarly, in (4c), the verb agrees with the feminine object, Sita.
In this system, overt case marking affects agreement patterns differentially. The verb may not agree with ergative marked subjects but may agree with accusative marked objects. This contrasts with the Hindi system, which shows default agreement if there is no nominative argument in the clause.
Marathi
In Marathi, overt ergative marking has been reduced to a greater extent than in Gujarati. While in Gujarati 1st and 2nd person plural pronouns in the ergative case bear no overt case marker, in Marathi none of the 1st and 2nd person ergative pronouns are overtly case-marked. The paradigm for Marathi nominative and ergative pronouns is shown in Table 7 . In (5a), the subject is a nominative subject in a non-perfective clause and the verb agrees with it. In the perfective clause in (5b), the verb agrees with the nominative object, as in Hindi, even though the 1st person subject mī does not show overt case marking. In (5c), the verb shows default neuter agreement because of overt accusative marking on the object.
Further evidence of the lack of nominative-like behaviour of these subjects comes from the case assigned to their modifiers, as demonstrated in (6). Noun modifiers in Marathi are marked in the oblique case whenever they occur with non-nominative nominal heads. In (6b), the adjectival modifier of the perfective, transitive subject occurs in the oblique case. By contrast, the same modifier takes the nominative form when modifying a non-perfective subject in (6c). Thus, the apparently nominative surface form mī shows non-nominative agreement and modifier behaviour when it is the subject of a transitive, perfective clause, suggesting that local person subjects in transitive, perfective clauses bear abstract ergative case without overt ergative marking.
Bengali
Bengali represents the most complete loss of ergative marking of all the major NIA systems. As with older stages of all the other languages, Old Bengali had an ergative construction in the perfective aspect (Chatterjee 1926: 947-948) , which showed properties similar to the MIA ergative clause. Modern Bengali has lost this pattern and uses the same pronominal forms to mark all subjects of perfective and non-perfective clauses, as shown in Table 8 . Moreover, in contrast to overtly unmarked local person ergative subjects in Marathi, Bengali unmarked subjects must be analyzed as nominative arguments based on their agreement pattern. (7) a.āmī I.nom
In both (7b) and (7c), the verb agrees with the subject in person, just as it does in the non-perfective clause in (7a). The verb thus maintains a nominative-accusative system of case and agreement in all tenses and aspects. The complete loss of ergative marking in Bengali correlates with subject agreement. 
Subject marking
Summarizing the data so far, we find that the five languages can be classified in different ways according to their ergative subject marking and agreement patterns. Table 9 classifies the languages according to morphological marking of subjects in transitive, perfective clauses. Hindi and Nepali share the pattern of overt ergative case in all persons. In Marathi there is no overt marking on 1st and 2nd person subjects. Gujarati shares this absence of local person marking, but only for some plural subjects of perfective clauses. Finally, Bengali has no ergative case on any subjects in perfective clauses.
The table demonstrates several stages of loss of ergative subject marking proceeding in a single direction along the dimension of person and, to a lesser extent, number. There are no systems in this typology in which only 1st or 2nd person subjects in perfective clauses are marked, but 3rd person subjects are not; similarly, we know of no IA languages in which plural ergative subjects are overtly marked but singular ergative subjects are not. Table 10 classifies the languages according to agreement marking on the verb. The first two rows list whether nominative or ergative subjects occur in transi-12. Chatterji (1926: 971-972) argues, based on comparative reconstruction, that loss of ergative marking chronologically preceded the innovated subject agreement morphology in Bengali. He traces the loss of ergative subject marking to the Middle Indo-Aryan Māgadhi Apabhram .ś a, which underlies the system of Old Bengali. By contrast, data from Middle Bengali literature and modern non-standard Bengali dialects in his discussion demonstrate the relative recency of the origin of subject agreement morphology.
Agreement marking typology
tive, perfective clauses in a given language, and if they do, whether agreement with that subject occurs. The next two rows show the same information for object agreement. A " " denotes absence of a given type of subject or object in perfective transitive clauses and a ";" denotes lack of agreement. There are two important points to observe in Table 10 . First, the diversity in systems is greater than is often assumed for IA languages. Agreement cannot simply be described as indexing the non-case-marked (nominative) argument. The typology shows instances of agreement with case-marked arguments (Gujarati objects and Nepali subjects) as well as lack of agreement with non-casemarked arguments (certain Gujarati and Marathi local subjects). Second, there are clear typological asymmetries in the data. For instance, we never find a system in which the verb agrees with a non-nominative object when a nominative subject is available, but we do find agreement with non-nominative subjects when a nominative object is available.
It should be clear from Tables 9 and 10 that the languages which group together with respect to subject case marking are not necessarily the ones that share agreement properties. For example, Hindi and Marathi do not share subject marking systems in Table 9 , but they do share the nominative object agreement pattern in Table 10 . Conversely, Nepali groups with Hindi in terms of subject case marking, but not in terms of object agreement. Finally, Nepali and Bengali have different subject marking patterns, but the same preference for subject agreement.
While details of individual case and agreement patterns have been noted in previous research, a synthesis of these systems into this diverse, yet structured, typology has not been adequately considered. Any treatment of this complex typology requires a theory to allow fairly diverse phenomena on the one hand (e.g., agreement with case-marked arguments, or lack of agreement with noncase-marked subjects) and, on the other, to rule out unattested systems (e.g., only 1st person ergative marking, or only agreement with non-nominative objects). In the analysis that follows in Section 5 and Section 6, we present a set of constraints to generate a diverse yet appropriately restricted typology. 
Semantic subject cases
The discussion in this paper will be limited to ergative case and agreement facts, and cannot fully address the complexities of other types of subject case marking in IA languages. However, before turning to the analysis, we briefly discuss other non-nominative (oblique) cases that can occur with subjects in NIA languages in order to show that their interaction with agreement is distinct from the behaviour of ergative subjects. Oblique arguments that are higher on the thematic hierarchy (experiencers, goals, and possessors) have been argued to pattern like subjects in terms of their syntactic properties in IA languages (Mohanan & Verma 1990 , Joshi 1993 , Mohanan 1994 , Mistry 1997 . These arguments may be marked in the instrumental, dative, genitive, or locative cases. In the literature on IA, ergative and other oblique subjects have largely received a parallel treatment (Mohanan 1994 , Mahajan 2004 . However, there are clear points of distinction between ergative and other oblique subjects with respect to coding properties, which suggest that ergative marked subjects must be distinguished from other casemarked subjects: (i) Unlike ergative subjects, oblique subjects in Nepali do not co-occur with subject agreement on the verb. (ii) In indicative clauses with non-ergative oblique subjects, the other argument of the clause is obligatorily expressed in the nominative case. Unlike the ergative-accusative patterning seen in almost all the languages of the typology presented here, dative-accusative or genitive-accusative case arrays in a single clause are ungrammatical in all the languages in question. (iii) Ergative case on subjects may be morphologically null, as in Marathi and
Gujarati. By contrast, we have found no instances of dative, genitive, or locative subjects with zero morphology. These differences between ergative and other oblique subjects can be illustrated with examples of dative subjects in Nepali (8), Hindi (9), and Gujarati (10). (8 Whereas the verb agreed with ergative subjects in Nepali in the earlier data, it does not agree with the dative subject in (8a). Lack of agreement with dative case subjects is evident in (9a) and (10a) as well. The data in (8b), (9b), and (10b) show that a dative-accusative case array is ungrammatical in all the three languages.
In permitting verb agreement, allowing for accusative-marked objects, and permitting zero morphology, IA ergative subjects behave more like nominative subjects than like other oblique subjects. These properties, in addition to the fact that ergative case is associated primarily with transitive verbs in the perfective aspect, indicates that ergative case has certain structural case properties while other non-nominative cases are lexically governed and semantically driven.
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It is not our intention in this article to ignore this larger data set, but rather to isolate and account for some of the distinctive properties of ergative subjects, such as the partially similar patterning of ergative and nominative subjects. Though not within the current scope, a unified account of case and agreement interaction in IA must ultimately provide an explanation of why dative and other oblique subjects pattern differently from ergative subjects in both case marking and agreement.
In the two sections that follow, we present our analysis of ergative case marking and agreement systems.
Subject case constraints
Optimality and case marking
In Optimality Theory (OT; Prince & Smolensky 1993) , grammars are represented by language-particular rankings of universal constraints. This section 13. Some of the literature on Hindi associates ergative case with the semantics of agentivity (+volitionality, +control) (Mohanan 1994 , Butt & King 2001 , but this semantic function of the ergative is constrained by the structural context in which it occurs: transitive (and some unergative) verbs in the perfective aspect.
presents the constraints to be employed in the analysis of subject marking. Constraints generally fall into two classes: faithfulness constraints, which relate features in the input and the output, and markedness constraints, which place restrictions on possible output structures. Candidate outputs are evaluated for a given input according to these ranked constraints. We first present two faithfulness constraints and then the relevant markedness constraints. For the latter, we draw on Aissen's (1999) implementation of harmonic alignment and constraint conjunction in syntax, based on Prince & Smolensky (1993) . Alignment constraints are derived from the alignment of various universal hierarchies.
14 Since such constraint alignments are derived from universal scales, they cannot be mutually reranked within one constraint subhierarchy. The prohibition on mutual reranking of constraint alignments within a universal subhierarchy is crucial to the present analysis. Our analysis is primarily an account of the paths available for reducing overt morphological case marking on subjects (of transitive, perfective clauses). However, a purely morphological account is complicated by the present data, which show that morphological and abstract specifications of case do not always pattern identically for a given NP. For instance, as we have seen, 1st and 2nd person subjects in Marathi perfective clauses are not morphologically marked for ergative case, yet behave like ergative subjects in terms of modification and agreement. Woolford (2001) has noted the need to distinguish between arguments that are covertly ergative and those that are truly nominative in languages like Marathi. However, she exclusively restricts her case analysis to abstract case, and thus does not deal with differences in morphological expression. She concludes her discussion of Marathi stating: "these subject person splits do not involve an alternation between different Cases, but only whether or not the ergative abstract Case is morphologically realized. The present paper [Woolford 2001 ] is limited to dealing with situations involving choices among different abstract Cases" (2001: 534-535) .
Woolford directs the reader to Aissen's work for an explanation of Marathi, as Aissen deals with morphological realization of case. As we will show in our analysis, Aissen's (1999) constraints do in fact provide an explanation of the null-marking of case on certain types of subjects (e.g., local person). However, as her analysis applies only to morphological case, it has the converse problem of Woolford's constraints. While Woolford's account does not explain the morphological variation in Marathi subjects, Aissen's account fails to explain the non-nominative behaviour of these subjects.
14. Essentially, this operation takes a binary structural scale (e.g., a grammatical function scale) and aligns each member of a second scale (e.g., an animacy scale) with each member of the first (Smolensky 1995) .
The data pose a central problem for both Woolford's and Aissen's interpretations of constraints on case, as neither of their analyses treats the relation between abstract case features and morphological case marking in the specific instances when the two do not coincide. In the present analysis, we aim to distinguish between true nominative subjects and surface nominative subjects in perfective clauses. Rather than limiting the discussion to either abstract case (as Woolford does) or morphological case (as Aissen does), we adopt relevant insights from both treatments of case and aim to offer an intergrated analysis that assumes a direct mapping from morphological marking to abstract case features. In the discussion that follows, the faithfulness constraints introduced in Section 5.2 derive abstract case and the markedness constraints in Section 5.3 derive morphological case.
We adopt a standard Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) model of mapping from the surface structure to the semantic/grammatical information structure. Under an OT interpretation, this is expressed in terms of a relation between an underspecified semantic input and various possible candidate outputs, containing pairings of surface representations (constituent-structure) and abstract grammatical representations (functional-structure). Kuhn (2001) and Lee (2003: 53) treat candidates as output-output correspondences between candidate c-structures and candidate f-structures for a given semantic input. Figure 1 , from Bresnan (2001: 26) , illustrates this association of a semantic input with a paired c-structure output and f-structure output.
Faithfulness constraints
In the discussion that follows, morphological case is defined as the presence of a morphological case marker in the c-structure of a noun phrase. An abstract case feature is defined as the presence of a value for the attribute case in the f-structure of a noun phrase. The two faithfulness constraints we adopt in this analysis serve the two functions of (i) relating abstract (f-structure) case features to surface (c-structure) morphology (i.e., output-output correspondence) and (ii) relating semantic input to abstract case features (i.e., input-output correspondence). The markedness constraints in the next section simply place constraints on the surface (c-structure) morphology of the candidate.
The faithfulness constraint that ensures a mapping between the surface realization of morphological structure and the corresponding abstract informational content of the clause is given in (11): (11) cs-fs: Case in the f-structure of an argument must be identical with the case-marking in the c-structure of the argument When this constraint is high ranked, it selects candidates which have identical morphological (c-structure) and abstract (f-structure) case. Figure 1 . Architecture of input-output relations in ot-lfg (Bresnan 2001: 26) a subject with overt ergative marking in the c-structure, the constraint will favour the selection of a candidate with an abstract ergative case feature in its f-structure, as opposed to one with an abstract nominative case feature, for example. The effect of this constraint is a default pairing of morphological case marking and abstract case features. The constraint is not symmetric: cstructure (surface morphological) case informs f-structure (abstract) case, but not vice versa.
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The second faithfulness constraint we adopt for the present discussion is a constraint which identifies agentive subjects of perfective clauses in the input with abstract ergative features in the f-structure. The constraint is analogous to Woolford's (2001) constraint faith-lex perf , which ensures lexical specification of subjects of perfective clauses as abstract ergatives. It is also analogous to Legendre et al.'s (1993) constraint A!C 1 , which states that agents receive the abstract case associated with high-prominence agent arguments. We do not adopt Woolford's constraint directly here, as it relies on a different architecture for gen. Legendre et al.'s constraint is identical to the one proposed here but lacks the additional factor of a perfective split. As we also do not use their notational system of {C 1 , C 2 ...} in this article, we have expressed the constraint more neutrally in (12).
(12)
ag/subj perf : Agentive subjects (in perfective clauses) must bear the highest available subject case feature
In NIA languages, this constraint is indexed to the domain of perfectivity; in other languages, the constraint may apply to all agentive subjects. The present formulation according to agentivity, rather than simply subjecthood or transitivity, facilitates an inclusion of the subset of intransitive subjects in NIA perfective clauses that allow ergative marking due to their agentive and volitional nature (Mohanan 1994) .
When highly ranked, this constraint requires an abstract ergative case feature to be associated with perfective clause subjects. This constraint can potentially conflict with the morphological markedness constraints and the basic c-structure-to-f-structure mapping constraint, because it imposes an abstract ergative case feature regardless of the morphology. Note that the reverse pairing of an abstract nominative case feature with surface ergative morphology is not predicted by these constraints.
Markedness constraints
The typological range in Tables 9 and 10 -with partly independent subject and agreement patterns -lends itself to an analysis which draws on universal markedness hierarchies. In this section, we present universal morphological case constraints and their specific rankings.
17 All the markedness constraints here apply strictly to the morphological expression of case markers in the cstructure of a candidate. 16 . A lexically determined inventory of cases and associations with grammatical functions is assumed to be accessible to satisfy this constraint. Donohue (2004) describes the crosslinguistic motivation for an ordered subject case hierarchy; Legendre et al. (1993) also assume an ordered inventory of cases. 17. We assume that a correspondence of argument-structure and functional-structure establishes the grammatical functions of arguments in the input. The focus here is mainly on the association of morphological marking with grammatical functions, not the determination of grammatical functions themselves, which will be assumed to be independently ensured through the type of argument-function correspondences proposed in Lexical Mapping Theory (LMT; Bresnan & Kanerva 1989) and further developed for OT in Bresnan (2000) .
The constraints in this section apply only to structural case by appealing to degrees of markedness of subjects of perfective clauses. Other faithfulness constraints on argument realization may result in the use of other semantic subject cases noted in Section 4.3, such as dative or instrumental, in order to faithfully realize semantic information. Semantic case constraints are assumed to be high ranked, thus faithfully realizing semantic cases and overriding the present morphological structure constraints. The constraints discussed here only affect structural subject case (ergative) on subjects in perfective clauses. The hierarchy of subject marking constraints used here was proposed by Aissen (1999) , who formalised Silverstein's (1976) NP-hierarchy for a range of crosslinguistic case phenomena. In (13), the two universal scales of grammatical function and person rank are listed in the first column. The typological markedness reversal between subjects and objects noted by Comrie (1989) and Battistella (1990) among others, namely that what is most marked for subjects is least marked for objects, is captured by direct and inverse alignments of subject and object respectively with the person hierarchy. This is shown in the second column. These harmonic alignments state, for instance, that it is more harmonic for a subject to be associated with 1st person than 3rd person. Finally, the universal subhierarchies of actual constraints are shown in the third column. These are derived by prefixing the "Avoid" operator (*) to each alignment and stating the ranking in terms of decreasing markedness. Most importantly, the ordering of these constraints relative to one another is universal. 18 Aissen conjoins these constraints with the constraint * c , resulting in a requirement to mark these arguments with some case form. This captures the idea that marked configurations of features should be morphologically marked. The ranking in (14) essentially states that 3rd person subjects are universally more marked than 1st and 2nd person subjects. Each constraint can only be satisfied by overt case-marking. As our data are specific to the domain of the perfective aspect, we conjoin Aissen's constraints with a constraint on perfective subjects. This is a necessary contextual restriction to perfective contexts. The highest constraint in (15) states that a 3rd person subject occurring in the perfective context must be overtly marked. The universally lower ranked (less marked) constraint requires this of local person perfective clause subjects. As all of the present discussion applies to this domain of perfective clauses, we omit the specification of perfective from the description of these constraints. In all other respects, these constraints are identical to Aissen's (1999) .
(16) *struc c : Avoid (case specification) structure (Prince & Smolensky 1993 : 25, Aissen 1999 Finally, the constraint in (16) penalizes any morphological structure; Aissen (1999) employs the constraint *struc c to specifically penalize case morphology, which is our use here as well. *struc c serves as an economy constraint on morphology. It does not affect the realization of abstract case and is only violated when morphological structure, in the form of overt case marking, is present. Using just the three constraints in (15) and (16), we can begin to account for changes in the various IA subject marking systems. In (17) we list all possible rerankings of the three constraints (recall that the two subject markedness constraints form a subhierarchy and cannot be reranked with respect to each other) along with sample systems in which these rankings are found. In (17), *struc is progressively promoted above the constraints requiring subject marking -partially in Marathi and completely in Bengali -allowing the universal avoidance of overt subject marking to emerge.
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The following tableaus (Tables 11 to 14) illustrate the rankings of subject constraints. The examples show only the relevant, partial inputs for transitive, 20. It is interesting to observe that the synchronic typology in (17) can also be used to depict the diachronic stages of loss of ergative marking in IA languages, from ergative-marking in MIA to non-ergative marking NIA systems such as Bengali. 21. Gujarati is not included in this tabulation, although it falls in the same intermediate group as Marathi and Punjabi. It is excluded only because its subject marking pattern is sensitive to both person and number and therefore cannot be exclusively accounted for by the arrangement of the person constraints in (17); the case of Gujarati is discussed more fully later.
perfective clauses for clarity of presentation. Each example in Tables 11 to 14 contrasts two different inputs, to show which candidate gets selected according to the subject person feature in the input and the language particular rankings. In the first two tableaus, the candidates (a), (b), (c), and (d) are evaluated according to the ranked constraints. 
In Table 11 , *struc is ranked below both subject constraints, resulting in overtly marked subjects always satisfying one of the higher ranked constraints. Table 12 , on the other hand, *struc dominates both markedness constraints, so the morphologically unmarked candidates are selected as optimal. Since there is no discrepancy between morphological marking and abstract case features in Nepali, Hindi, and Bengali, we do not include the faithfulness constraints in the tableaus for Negali, Hindi, and Bengali (Tables 11 and 12 ). cs-fs is assumed to be high ranked. 
In Marathi, shown in Table 13 , by contrast, the role of the faithfulness constraints is apparent, as is the intermediate ranking of *struc. In terms of markedness constraints, *struc intervenes between the two subject person constraints. 3rd person subjects must be overtly case-marked to satisfy the highest constraint, even though they violate *struc, and so candidate (d) is chosen over (f). However, since the lower-ranked subject constraint is below *struc, null-marked 1st and 2nd person subjects are preferred, so candidate (c) is chosen over (a). The candidates (b) and (e) show how the two faithfulness constraints interact with the others. Without Woolford's constraint, which lexically requires an abstract ergative case feature, an abstract nominative 1st and 2nd person subject would win; however, this choice would not derive the facts presented earlier regarding the non-nominative behavior of these null-marked subjects. The constraint cs-fs is included to show that it is violated in favour of satisfying ag/subj perf . The theory predicts that it is also typologically possible for the order of these two faithfulness constraints to be switched. Later, in the discussion of Marathi dialects, we will see that the dialect of Gowari instantiates this prediction. 
Finally, in Gujarati the ranking is the same as in Marathi, except for an additional, independent phenomenon of number-sensitivity in subject marking. The marking of subjects is restricted according to both person and number. 1st and 2nd person plural subjects undergo syncretism with the nominative. This does not in fact pose a problem for a person-based analysis of subject marking reduction, as Gujarati clearly shows the same person hierarchy sensitivity as Marathi. It simply adds the additional dimension of number to this process. The morphological markedness of plural over singular number is observable crosslinguistically in various domains (Greenberg 1966: 28-29) . Due to this marked status, plural number is more susceptible to syncretism or neutralization than singular; we provisionally capture this with the constraint in (18). (18) *syncret/sg: Avoid syncretism of case-marking in the singular number This constraint penalizes morphological syncretism between distinct cases (such as the nominative and the ergative) in the singular, thus capturing the crosslinguistic observation that syncretism is more common in the plural and accounting for the subject marking properties in Gujarati and some Marathi dialects presented later.
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The three basic patterns of constraint rankings shown in the three examples discussed above give us the three broad sets of language types from Table 3 . As *su/3 and *su/loc are constraints within a universal subhierarchy, they are never mutually reranked; their ranking only varies in relation to *struc. Under our analysis, their progressive demotion below *struc represents the systematic elimination of overt marking on subjects. The next section presents an analysis of the agreement patterns in these languages.
Agreement constraints
Capturing the agreement facts
As the data earlier showed, agreement cannot be captured as a direct default which occurs only when overt case marking is absent. Nepali allows agreement with case-marked subjects, Gujarati allows agreement with case-marked objects, and Marathi forbids agreement with non-case-marked subjects. The constraints deriving agreement patterns need to be correspondingly nuanced to capture these patterns of variation. The constraints we develop for agreement are given in (19), (20), and (21). (19) express agr: A predicate agrees with some argument
The constraint in (19) is a faithfulness constraint requiring agreement of some sort. The crucial difference in choosing to formulate the constraint as express agr rather than as a markedness constraint such as *express agr (formulated like *struc) is that the formulation in (19) favours agreement of some sort, while a markedness constraint would favour non-agreement. Crosslinguistically, case marking performs a discriminant function amongst arguments, often signalling a marked situation, as noted by Dixon (1994) , among others. We treat agreement, on the other hand, as a prominence relation with the least marked argument. In other words, case and agreement do not perform identical functions; overt case marking is minimised or economised where possible, while agreement is a default, occurring in unmarked contexts such as with subjects over objects. We also distinguish explicit number, gender, or person agreement from default agreement here. The constraint in (19) is not satisfied by default agreement, which takes the form of masculine or neuter singular inflection in these languages.
22. In fact, this type of number distinction could be derived through Aissen's approach to markedness alignment, but as it is somewhat marginal to the present argument, we do not pursue this further here.
Note that since default agreement is treated as non-agreement in our analysis, it is assumed to occur in order to satisfy an independent requirement for finiteness marking. A constraint on finiteness marking is necessary in order to distinguish finite from nonfinite verb stems. Since this requirement holds identically for all the languages in question, we exclude this constraint from our discussion. As a result, candidates with completely uninflected verb forms are not considered here. Candidates with default agreement, however, may be optimal for certain inputs and default agreement does interact with full agreement.
The constraint express agr is used in Bresnan (2000) only for subject agreement. In order to generalise her constraint systematically, we align it with the relational hierarchy to permit agreement with more than just subjects, while still indexing the relative markedness of each type of agreement. The resulting constraint alignments are given in (20). (20) *non-core gf/agr *oj/agr *su/agr
The universally least marked agreement pattern, according to this constraint hierarchy, is subject agreement. Object agreement is more marked and agreement with non-core grammatical functions is the most marked. This highest constraint is left out of the discussion, as it is never violated in the data here; for example, we do not find instances of agreement with dative subjects or dative objects in the present data.
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So far, the agreement constraints simply derive agreement based on grammatical function. However, the typology of agreement systems in Table 4 showed that case-marking sometimes blocks agreement across the board, but in other instances does not. This suggests that agreement is not only sensitive to grammatical function but also to case, requiring two dimensions of agreement relations: one associated with grammatical function, as above, and one with case.
To derive the latter, we assume a similar alignment of agreement with case, as shown in (21). Woolford (2001) , in her crosslinguistic study of the interaction of case marking with faithfulness constraints, proposes the universal hierarchy of (*ergative),*dative *accusative *nominative, which we follow here to derive case-sensitive agreement.
(21) *erg/agr *acc/agr *nom/agr
Unlike the subject case-markedness constraints, which applied to morphology, we restrict this hierarchy to abstract (f-structure) case features as Woolford 23. A reviewer comments that an Indo-Aryan language Darai (Paudyal 2003) allows agreement with dative subjects. While we do not address dative subjects in this paper, this system is predicted by one possible ranking of our constraint set.
does. This permits constraints such as *erg/agr to prevent agreement with 1st and 2nd person subjects in languages like Marathi and Gujarati, regardless of whether their morphological case marking is overt. These two universal subhierarchies of agreement constraints in (20) and (21) interact to derive the observed language types. These constraints rule out certain systems but allow a considerable range as well. For instance, agreement with accusative objects or ergative subjects is not ruled out, but agreement with an accusative or nominative object over a nominative subject is ruled out.
In the examples that follow, the actual selection of case is assumed to be ensured by the constraints presented in the previous section. We therefore only include candidates with the correct subject case, and the examples are restricted to examining agreement alternations. So, for example, all ergative-marked subject candidates for perfective inputs in Bengali would be ruled out by the rankings that we saw in Table 12 .
Each example shows three different types of clausal inputs -perfective clauses with specific (therefore accusative) objects, perfective clauses with non-specific (therefore nominative) objects, and non-perfective clauses -in order to show how the constraints interact to derive agreement for different clause types. 24 We first consider Hindi and Marathi. This group allows agreement with either subject or object, as long as its case is nominative. 
In Table 15 , the first input requires case on both subject and object. In this situation, default agreement wins out of candidates (a), (b), and (c), because agreement with either argument would violate the restriction on agreement with ergative or accusative. When the object is not marked accusative, as in (d), (e), and (f), object agreement is preferred to a violation of the higher-ranked express agr. Finally, if neither subject nor object is case-marked, as in (g), (h), and (i), then subject agreement is ideal because object agreement is universally more marked.
Turning to Gujarati, the only difference between the Hindi-type group in Table 15 and the ranking for Gujarati in Table 16 is the promotion of the faithfulness constraint express agr above *acc/agr in Gujarati. 
This reranking only affects the first input in Table 16 . In the Hindi group, this input resulted in default agreement since both arguments were case-marked. In Gujarati, because express agr is higher ranked, agreement with the accusative is less bad than default agreement and so candidate (b) wins. Note that the mechanism of universal subhierarchies will still prohibit agreement with an accusative object if a nominative subject is available, as *acc/agr always outranks *nom/agr. The other two types of inputs are unaffected by the reranking, and still select the highest thematic argument with nominative case for agreement. Finally, Nepali also contradicts the nominative agreement pattern of the Hindi group by allowing agreement with the ergative. This violates the highest constraint in (21). But, this is still preferable to agreement with any type of object, hence the ranking shown in Table 17 . 
Bengali falls in the same category as Nepali in terms of agreement but has no ergative subject marking at all, so although the ranking in Table 17 is identical for Bengali agreement, candidates with nominative subjects would be the winners. The only difference here between the Nepali/Bengali group and the other groups is that none of the constraints on case outrank agreement constraints on grammatical function. One way of looking at this is that since overt subject case marking in Nepali has not been reduced, the language has opted for an alternative path of markedness reduction by targeting the markedness of object agreement.
Interim summary
Before turning to dialect variation in Marathi, let us first recapitulate the points covered by the analysis so far. At the outset of this discussion, we showed that the MIA ergative, perfective construction had certain universally marked features: case-marked subjects with nominative objects, and verb agreement with the object rather than the subject. Our model of two general strategies of reducing markedness along universal hierarchies has provided a formal account of the cross-classified patterns of Tables 9 and 10. The analysis has shown that the two paths of markedness reduction correspond to two types of constraint reranking. In terms of subject marking, the gradual promotion of *struc above case marking constraints gives rise to morphologically unmarked subjects in Bengali, Marathi, and Gujarati. Those languages which retain subject marking in all three persons -Hindi and Nepalimay show changes in agreement instead. The promotion of the faithfulness constraint express agr combined with universal hierarchies of agreement types leads to the emergence of unmarked patterns of either subject agreement (Nepali) or nominative agreement (Hindi).
Finally, although case and agreement constraints have been considered separately, in order to generate the diverse cross-classification of language types attested in IA, the OT framework ensures that they interact indirectly as both sets of constraints together determine the evaluation of a single candidate. For instance, the ranking of case constraints in Hindi will select an accusative object in certain clauses, while the ranking of agreement constraints will prohibit agreement with that object.
Dialectal variation
The typology of variation in Marathi dialects
The discussion so far has examined the typology of variation in case marking and agreement seen in NIA languages. In this section, we demonstrate that one of the languages described above, Marathi, reflects the same typological variation within its dialects, thus supporting the analysis. However, the dialect typology has two key distinctions: (i) no dialect has a more differentiated ergative system than the parent language, Old Marathi (OM, 1000-1400 CE), and (ii) at least one typological prediction made by our analysis but not attested in the language data is actually attested in the dialect data, further supporting the considerable diversity predicted by the OT analysis.
In terms of agreement marking patterns, OM and MIA are identical: the verb agrees with the highest thematic argument bearing abstract nominative case. The crucial difference between the MIA and OM system is in the overt realization of ergative case in the nominal paradigm. As mentioned before, the ergative (instrumental) case marking in the MIA system occurs throughout the nominal case paradigm and is distinct from the nominative in all parts of the paradigm. In OM, by contrast, there is syncretism between the ergative and the nominative marking of pronouns in the plural of the 1st and 2nd person pronouns, just as in modern Gujarati (Tulpule 1960 , Master 1964 . The case marking pattern for OM, structurally parallel to Gujarati, is shown in Table 18 .
The morphologically nominative forms in 1st and 2nd plural subjects maintained abstract ergative-like behaviour, as evidenced by agreement patterns (Dnyāneswarī 4:16) In (22a), the pronoun is in the ergative case and the nominative object triggers agreement. In (22b), the verb agrees with the nominative pronoun. In (22c), there is no overt marking on the pronoun, but the verb does not agree with it.
In the sections that follow, we present data from six dialects of Marathi, and then compare the dialect typology to the preceding analysis of NIA languages.
The dialect data
First, a note on the nature of the dialect data. Most analyses of modern Marathi deal with the standard variety, spoken in Pun . e. The dialect data here are drawn from Volume VII of the Linguistic Survey of India (Grierson 1905) , which is devoted to Marathi. The data in Grierson's survey are of three kinds: (i) Skeletal grammars (1 page) of selected dialects, with full nominal and verbal paradigms in some cases.
(ii) A set of sample words and sentences (averaging 300 queries per dialect) for each dialect, elicited from respondents. (iii) A sample of continuous text in each collected dialect, in most cases a translation of The Parable of the Prodigal Son. Grierson (1905) contains samples of Marathi from 94 geographically and culturally distinct Marathi-speaking communities. After examining the patterns occurring in each of these, we were able to identify the six broad patterns discussed below. In many cases, the existing data for individual varieties were insufficient to determine the complete agreement system; in other instances Grierson reports that a consistent pattern of agreement is not followed for a dialect. We were obliged to ignore inconsistent data of this sort. The data that we use are therefore a subset of Grierson's data. As with the NIA languages, there are multiple instantiations of the same abstract structural pattern in the dialect data; in such cases we have chosen a representative dialect from the set. a Konkan Standard is a dialect of Marathi and must be distinguished from Kõkan . i, which is also related to Marathi but is generally considered a distinct language. Grierson (1905: 61) distinguishes Dekkhan and Konkan Standard as the two broad dialect groups of Marathi and clearly distinguishes the latter from Kõkan . i. Table 19 displays the six patterns found in the dialect survey, together with the area from which the sample was obtained, additional dialects sharing the same system, the specimen text number, page numbers from Grierson's volume, and finally Grierson's linguistic-geographic classification of the dialects.
The data available from this survey are admittedly sparse, sometimes unsystematic, and now over a century old. However, it is also important to note that these are currently the only data available for most of these dialect varieties. Our claims about nominal and verbal marking are based on the primary data in the sample texts, which yield a systematic (although by no means ideal) picture of the inflectional paradigms under discussion. Despite the paucity of these data, such dialect data are crucial to a full understanding of typological variation in IA languages.
As our interest in the dialect data lies in its "mirroring" of the language typology just presented, the sections that follow present the dialect data in terms of correspondences between them and the IA languages discussed in Section 3 and Section 4.
Warhad . hi Brahman . i
Warhad . hi Brahman . i is discussed first because it appears to be the most conservative in terms of retaining OM ergative morphology. As shown in Table 20 , the pronominal paradigm of this dialect is identical to that of OM, with syncretism occurring only in 1st and 2nd person plural transitive subjects. In abstract terms (i.e., not in terms of actual morphological exponence) this subject marking pattern is identical to the modern Gujarati subject marking pattern and may be derived by the same ranking of subject marking constraints as in Gujarati. The agreement facts of this dialect, however, resemble OM and Standard Marathi rather than Gujarati. The verb agrees with the nominative object, whether or not the subject shows overt ergative marking in transitive, perfective clauses. If the object is marked accusative because of def-initeness or animacy, the verb gets a default neuter agreement, as illustrated in (23). (23) a In (23a), the subject bears an overt ergative form and the verb agrees with the feminine pangat 'feast'; in (23b), the plural 2nd person (masculine) subject is not overtly marked, yet the verb again shows feminine agreement with the object. Finally, in (23c) the object is marked with accusative case and so the verb shows default neuter agreement.
Kud . al . i
Kud . al . i is considered by Grierson to belong to a group of border dialects between Marathi and Kõkan . i, bridging the two language groups. As it occurs in such close proximity with the Sawantwad . i dialects of Marathi and clearly represents an intermediate position on a dialect continuum between the two languages, we include it here as one of the representative systems of Marathi.
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The paradigm for Kud . al . i ergative and nominative marked subject pronouns in perfective and non-perfective transitive clauses is almost identical to the Warhad . hi Brahman . i paradigm, as given in In (24a), the verb agrees with the feminine nominative object jindagī 'wealth', similar to other dialects like the Pun . e variety, and Warhad . hi Brahman . i. In (24b), the verb agrees in gender and number with the accusative object, rather than showing default neuter agreement. Thus both the subject and agreement facts for Kud . al . i can be derived from the same ranking of constraints presented for Gujarati.
Standard Pun . e Marathi
This is the dialect of Marathi that has been the subject of most linguistic literature on Marathi, and it is also the dialect discussed in the earlier section.
The pattern for subject marking, with syncretism in the 1st and 2nd person, is reproduced here. These agreement facts remind us that in spite of overt morphological syncretism with the nominative case, first and second person subjects in the Pun . e dialect bear abstract ergative features. The earlier constraint ranking for Marathi accounts for this standard variety.
Marhet . hi
Marhet . hi has a case marking pattern identical to that of the Pun . e dialect, as overt ergative case is present only in the 3rd person. The pronominal paradigm is illustrated in Table 23 . The absence of ergative case and agreement patterns in Dharwari and Hal . bi is identical to Bengali and must be understood as an innovation, because OM, the immediate ancestor of these dialects did exhibit ergative morphology. This innovation then, like Bengali, involves the demotion of markedness constraints with respect to *struc. Agreement with the resulting unmarked subject does not violate any high-ranking constraint on agreement with nominatives or subjects, thus leading to uniform agreement with subject across the paradigm.
Cross-classification of the Marathi dialects
No dialect of Marathi shows a perfect correspondence to any of the IA languages discussed earlier, a fact that further supports our observation that case and agreement systems must be treated as partially independent. Instead, there are clear independent correspondences with respect to subject marking and agreement, as shown in Table 27 . 
Although there is no a priori reason for defining these Marathi dialects in terms of NIA languages, this exposition does highlight (i) the involvement of identical constraints in separately generating subject case and agreement systems for both languages and dialects, and (ii) the subset relation between Marathi dialects and the language typology -OM had already lost over realization of ergative case in a part of its paradigm and as a result no Marathi dialect corresponds to the subject marking system of Hindi, with overt marking for all persons and numbers.
The subject marking patterns are summarized in Table 28 . Dharwari has no ergative case on subjects in transitive, perfective clauses; Marathi, Gowari, and Marhet . hi pattern in the same way with regard to their subject marking, with overt ergative case only in the third person; and Warhad . hi Brahman . i and Kud . al . i have a more articulated morphological distinction between the ergative and the nominative case. dialect system in which they are actually instantiated. The pattern that is not found within Marathi dialects, due to the restricting effect of OM, is instantiated by Hindi.
(29) *struc (Dharwari, Hal . bi) *Su/3 & * c *struc (Pun . e, Gowari, Marhet . hi) *syncret/sg *struc (Kud . al . i, Warhad . hi Brahman . i, OM) *Su/loc & * c *struc (Hindi) Recall that the two constraints on perfective clause subjects may not be mutually reranked, as they are based on universal hierarchies, but may only be reranked with reference to *struc and *syncret/sg. The ranking in (29) illustrates that markedness constraints on subject marking can be progressively demoted below *struc -partially in Kud . al . i and Standard Marathi (Pun . e) and completely in Dharwari -allowing the universal avoidance of overt subject marking to emerge.
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As Table 27 showed, many of the dialect systems here are identical to unrelated language systems seen earlier; we need not reproduce tableaus for these cases. In terms of subject marking, the Dharwari and Hal . bi dialects are identical to the Bengali system, Pun . e and Marhet . hi are identical to the standard Marathi system, and Kud . al . i and Warhad . hi Brahman . i are identical to Gujarati.
The tableau of Table 30 , however, has not been seen earlier as none of the languages surveyed showed this system. In Gowari, the order of the two faithfulness constraints is switched, with cs-fs being high-ranked and ag/subj perf being lower. As a result, Gowari does not retain abstract ergative case features aside from when it is driven by overt morphology.
Agreement in Marathi dialects
Again, much of the dialect agreement rankings are identical to earlier systems in the linguistic typology. Dharwari and Hal . bi are generated by the Bengali ranking seen earlier, as they have the simplest agreement system with no ergative subject case to interact with subject agreement. Kud . al . i non-nominative object agreement is accounted for by the ranking described for Gujarati. Marhet . hi 26. The only other system that a reranking of this constraint set predicts is: *syncret/sg » *struc » *Su/3 & * c , *Su/loc & * c . This will generate a case marking pattern which marks only singular subjects and not plural ones. We have not encountered any such system in NIA dialects and languages. d. S-erg(overt) e. S-nom( ) ! f. S-erg( ) ! contradicts the nominative agreement pattern of the standard Pun . e dialect by allowing agreement with the ergative subject, suggesting the same ranking of agreement constraints as Nepali. The ranking shared by the Pun . e and Warhad . hi Brahman . i dialects was presented earlier for Standard Marathi, and allows agreement with either subject or object, as long as its case is nominative. This tableau is repeated as Table 31 for purposes of comparison with the new Gowari tableau that follows. Although Gowari has a different agreement system to the standard Pun . e dialect, its ranking of agreement constraints is actually identical. The difference in agreement arises because non-case-marked local subjects in Gowari are identified with abstract nominative case due to the distinct subject case constraint ranking in Table 30 . As a result, these true nominative subjects can trigger agreement in Gowari and behave just like subjects of non-perfective clauses, as can be seen in the third input in Table 32 . The ranking in the Pun . e system in Table 31 and in Gowari in Table 32 is identical, but because local subjects of transitive perfective clauses in Gowari are independently identified as abstract nominatives, the optimal agreement pattern for these clauses is subject agreement rather than object agreement. Gowari thus represents a person and aspect split system predicted by the analysis but not attested in the earlier language data.
To summarize, a majority of the Marathi dialect data shows a close replication of the partly independent case and agreement systems that were seen in the earlier typology of NIA languages. Two main differences arose in the typology of Marathi dialects as compared with that of the NIA languages: (i) No dialect of Marathi has a completely contrastive paradigm for overt ergative marking in the perfective clause, as Hindi has, for instance. This appears to be because the parent language, OM, had already reached an early stage of markedness reduction in the ergative clause. OM syncretized the ergative and the nominative marking of 1st and 2nd person plural pronouns; this syncretism has never been "undone" in a later dialect, with a regeneration of a more differentiated system. (ii) Gowari fills a typological gap that is predicted by our earlier analysis, namely morphologically-driven abstract nominative case features for local person subjects in perfective clauses (or, in other words, loss of abstract ergative case features along with loss of the morphological case marking).
Conclusion
The ergative construction in modern NIA has too often been analyzed as a homogeneous construction of the classic sort; the diversity of morphological variation subsumed under this rubric has been for the most part disregarded. To attribute to IA languages an across-the-board ergativity of the Hindi type is to ignore a larger range of data that, in our opinion, points to the emergence of unmarked case and agreement systems. In this article, we have brought out certain characteristic patterns of nominal and verbal variation within the ergative clause in a range of IA languages and dialects, and we have derived them from a universal and functionally motivated set of constraints. The typology of the linguistic systems examined is constrained and converges on relatively transparent strategies for reducing markedness of paradigms. A further insight of this analysis is the partial independence of case marking and agreement systems in many of the languages discussed. Rather than treating agreement as a direct corollary of case, our approach of deriving nominal and verbal paradigms through partially independent sets of constraints, which nevertheless interact at the level of candidate evaluation, appears to be the most intuitive way of dealing with the present data. The typology of Marathi dialects supports this analysis by furnishing further evidence that dialect variation mirrors typological variation and is derivable by the same set of constraints.
